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Californios, the Saga of the Hard-riding Vaqueros
$19.95 paperback * 1-58685-258-2 * March 8-1/2 x 10 in, 112 pp, 140 Color
Photographs, 40 Black and White Photographs, Rights: W, Western Revised to
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include presidential hats, new celebrity hats, and a fully updated resource listing of
custom hatters. The Cowboy Hat Book features an impressive array of cowboy
hats, showcasing the wide variety of styles, colors, and fabrics used to create the
cowboy hat, now a symbol of America and western culture that is recognized all
over the world. Beginning with a brief history of the cowboy hat, the authors go on
to explain the building of the perfect hat, its care and feeding, hat etiquette, hat
hair, and more. Beautiful photos of real cowboys and movie cowboys sporting their
trademark hats illustrate how creases, brims, shapes, and trims are unique to the
individual who wears each hat. The Cowboy Hat Book celebrates the history and
importance of this unique piece of clothing that hasn't fundamentally changed in
more than 100 years. Ritch Rand's family has been making handcrafted hats for
over twenty years. His hats have rested on dozen's of famous heads-from
presidents to kings and heads of state to movie stars. He lives in Billings, Montana.
William Reynolds is president and CEO of the marketing, PR, and advertising
agency Banning Company, Inc. The company has a special division that services
the western and equine industries. He lives in Malibu, California.

Vocabulario Vaquero/Cowboy Talk
“Thompson-Hernández's portrayal of Compton's black cowboys broadens our
perception of Compton's young black residents, and connects the Compton
Cowboys to the historical legacy of African Americans in the west. An eye-opening,
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moving book.”— Margot Lee Shetterly, New York Times bestselling author of
Hidden Figures A rising New York Times reporter tells the compelling story of The
Compton Cowboys, a group of African-American men and women who defy
stereotypes and continue the proud, centuries-old tradition of black cowboys in the
heart of one of America’s most notorious cities. In Compton, California, ten black
riders on horseback cut an unusual profile, their cowboy hats tilted against the hot
Los Angeles sun. They are the Compton Cowboys, their small ranch one of the very
last in a formerly semirural area of the city that has been home to AfricanAmerican horse riders for decades. To most people, Compton is known only as the
home of rap greats NWA and Kendrick Lamar, hyped in the media for its seemingly
intractable gang violence. But in 1988 Mayisha Akbar founded The Compton Jr.
Posse to provide local youth with a safe alternative to the streets, one that
connected them with the rich legacy of black cowboys in American culture. From
Mayisha’s youth organization came the Cowboys of today: black men and women
from Compton for whom the ranch and the horses provide camaraderie, respite
from violence, healing from trauma, and recovery from incarceration. The Cowboys
include Randy, Mayisha’s nephew, faced with the daunting task of remaking the
Cowboys for a new generation; Anthony, former drug dealer and inmate, now a
family man and mentor, Keiara, a single mother pursuing her dream of winning a
national rodeo championship, and a tight clan of twentysomethings--Kenneth,
Keenan, Charles, and Tre--for whom horses bring the freedom, protection, and
status that often elude the young black men of Compton. The Compton Cowboys is
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a story about trauma and transformation, race and identity, compassion, and
ultimately, belonging. Walter Thompson-Hernández paints a unique and
unexpected portrait of this city, pushing back against stereotypes to reveal an
urban community in all its complexity, tragedy, and triumph. The Compton
Cowboys is illustrated with 10-15 photographs.

Journeys Reader's Notebook, Grade 5
This riveting exposé reveals how a distorted belief in Anglo superiority
necessitated the rewriting of American western history, replacing heroic images of
Mexican and Spanish cowboys with negative stereotypes. • Introduces topics
unfamiliar to most readers, such as the role of Spanish-Mexican Jews, the presence
of the Spanish Inquisition in the United States, and the real Yellow Rose of Texas •
Reveals the duplicity of la leyenda negra to illustrate prejudices of the time •
Traces the development of stereotypes such as the Black Legend, banditos,
greasers, Zorro, the Cisco Kid, and "loose women," and how these
characterizations came to depict Latinos in the Old West in the popular imagination
• Documents Latinos' participation in the conquest of the territory west of the
Mississippi

A Vaquero of the Brush Country
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37 detailed illustrations, informative captions.

Trail Dust and Saddle Leather
More stories of the Vaquero in California from the memory and experience of the
great Latino writer Arnold Rojas, told as he straddles delicately the boundary
between history and fiction. The stories gathered around the campfire and in the
bunkhouse speak eloquently for the vanishing California Vaquero. These are stories
from one who was there - in the middle of the Vaquero's world.

Cowboy Culture
Cowboys of the Americas
Lavishly illustrated with photographs, paintings, and movie stills, this Western
Heritage Award-winning book explores what life was actually like for the working
cowboy in North America. "If you read only one book on cowboys, read this
one".--Journal of the Southwest.

Cowboy Ethics
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Vaquero
"This may be the most exhilarating and revelatory history of our country. It is must
reading for today's youth-as well as their elders." --Studs Terkel From the boys who
sailed with Columbus to today's young activists, this unique book brings to life the
contributions of young people throughout American history. Based on primary
sources and including 160 authentic images, this handsome oversized volume
highlights the fascinating stories of more than 70 young people from diverse
cultures. Young readers will be hooked into history as they meet individuals their
own age who were caught up in our country's most dramatic moments-Olaudah
Equiano, kidnapped from his village in western Africa and forced into slavery,
Anyokah, who helped her father create a written Cherokee language, Johnny Clem,
the nine-year-old drummer boy who became a Civil War hero, and Jessica Govea, a
teenager who risked joining Cesar Chavez's fight for a better life for farmworkers.
Throughout, Philip Hoose's own lively, knowledgeable voice provides a rich
historical context-making this not only a great reference-but a great read. The first
U.S. history book of this scope to focus on the role young people have played in the
making of our country, its compelling stories combine to tell our larger national
story, one that prompts Howard Zinn, author of A People's History of the United
States, to comment, "This is an extraordinary book-wonderfully readable, inspiring
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to young and old alike, and unique." We Were There, Too! is a 2001 National Book
Award Finalist for Young People's Literature.

Lives of Extraordinary Women
Cattle drives were the largest, longest, and ultimately the last of the great forced
animal migrations in human history. Spilling out of Texas, they spread longhorns,
cowboys, and the culture that roped the two together throughout the American
West. In cities like Abilene, Dodge City, and Wichita, buyers paid off ranchers,
ranchers paid off wranglers, and railroad lines took the cattle east to the packing
plants of St. Louis and Chicago. The cattle drives of our imagination are filled with
colorful cowboys prodding and coaxing a line of bellowing animals along a dusty
path through the wilderness. These sturdy cowhands always triumph over
stampedes, swollen rivers, and bloodthirsty Indians to deliver their mighty-horned
companions to marketâ€”but Tim Lehman’s Up the Trail reveals that the gritty
reality was vastly different. Far from being rugged individualists, the actual cow
herders were itinerant laborersâ€”a proletariat on horseback who connected cattle
from the remote prairies of Texas with the nation’s industrial slaughterhouses.
Lehman demystifies the cowboy life by describing the origins of the cattle drive
and the extensive planning, complicated logistics, great skill, and good luck
essential to getting the cows to market. He reveals how drives figured into the
larger story of postwar economic development and traces the complex effects the
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cattle business had on the environment. He also explores how the premodern
cowboy became a national hero who personified the manly virtues of rugged
individualism and personal independence. Grounded in primary sources, this
absorbing book takes advantage of recent scholarship on labor, race, gender, and
the environment. The lively narrative will appeal to students of Texas and western
history as well as anyone interested in cowboy culture.

Revolvers and Pistolas, Vaqueros and Caballeros: Debunking
the Old West
In the early 1970s, noted Texas historian Joe Frantz offered Bill Wittliff a once-in-alifetime opportunity—to visit a ranch in northern Mexico where the vaqueros still
worked cattle in the traditional ways. Drawn to this land-out-of-time again and
again, Wittliff photographed the vaqueros as they went about daily chores that had
changed little since the first Mexican cowherders learned to work cattle from a
horse's back. In the tradition of the great cowboy photographer Erwin Smith,
Wittliff captured a way of life that now exists only in memory and in the pages of
this book. Here you'll find photographs that reveal the muscle, sweat, and drama
that went into roping a calf in thick brush or breaking a wild horse to the saddle.
Wittliff's evocative text recalls the humility and pride of men who knew their place
in the world and filled it with quiet competence. John Graves brings his own
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memories of the vaqueros to the text, writing about the kinship between the
vaquero and the cowboy and about how "the old, old ways," which Wittliff
preserves in these "lovely and meaningful photographs," still tug at the modern
imagination.

Bless Me, Ultima
The photographer presents eloquent tintype cowboy photographs taken on
ranches across fourteen states of the America West, British Colombia, Canada, and
Coahuila, Mexico, in a compelling collection that reveals the rich variety of people
who are drawn to the cowboy lifestyle.

We Were There, Too!
Born in Uruguay in 1876, Jo Mora worked with and observed cowboys and vaqueros
from Canada to the tierra caliente for more than half a century. In Trail Dust and
Saddle Leather he presents in authentic lingo and detailed drawings the real-life
cowboy's daily chores and chow, clothing and equipment, and ways with critters
and steeds.

The Cowboy Encyclopedia
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Over 450 entries provide information on cowboy history, culture, and myth of both
North and South America.

In the Days of the Vaqueros
Turn up the heat with 75 recipes from a master of true Texas barbecue Long
before the first smoker was lit or sauce was ladled, barbecue was born with a Latin
twist. The Texas tradition of cattle ranching has its origins in the vaqueros of the
Iberian Peninsula who brought their herds to the New World. It was a nomadic life
demanding open- fire and underground cooking. In Cowboy Barbecue, chef and
restaurateur Adrian Davila celebrates traditions of Latin America and Texas, taking
inspiration from the vaquero lifestyle and his own family history. For three
generations, Davila’s BBQ in Seguin, Texas, has infused classic brisket, ribs, and
sausage with Latin flavors. Davila goes beyond standard grilling in this guide,
offering techniques for smoking, cooking directly on the embers, underground, on
a spit, and more. Recipes include: Mesquite Brisket Vaquero Chili con Carne
Smoked Pulled Pork Fire-Roasted Tomato, Onion, and Serrano Salsa

The Journey of Oliver K. Woodman
Herding cattle from horseback has been a tradition in northern Mexico and the
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American West since the Spanish colonial era. The first mounted herders were the
Mexican vaqueros, expert horsemen who developed the skills to work cattle in the
brush country and deserts of the Southwestern borderlands. From them, Texas
cowboys learned the trade, evolving their own unique culture that spread across
the Southwest and Great Plains. The buckaroos of the Great Basin west of the
Rockies trace their origin to the vaqueros, with influence along the way from the
cowboys, though they, too, have ways and customs distinctly their own. In this
book, three long-time students of the American West describe the history, working
practices, and folk culture of vaqueros, cowboys, and buckaroos. They draw on
historical records, contemporary interviews, and numerous photographs to show
what makes each group of mounted herders distinctive in terms of working
methods, gear, dress, customs, and speech. They also highlight the many common
traits of all three groups. This comparative look at vaqueros, cowboys, and
buckaroos brings the mythical image of the American cowboy into focus and detail
and honors the regional and national variations. It will be an essential resource for
anyone who would know or portray the cowboy—readers, writers, songwriters, and
actors among them.

Cowboys of the Old West Coloring Book
Offers twenty-four essays about African American men and women who worked in
the Texas cattle industry from the slave days of the mid-19th century through the
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early 20th century.

The Californios
Having been rocked by one damaging revelation of misbehavior after another, Wall
Street is in a state of crisis. Investors are disgusted by the misdeeds of a few and
suspicious of the industry at large. Every firm finds its integrity open to question.
Regulators are up in arms. And the industry is facing billions of dollars in costs to
comply with a floodtide of new regulations.But imagine what could happen if Wall
Street firms looked back to a simpler time when a handshake was enough to seal a
deal, and right and wrong were as clear as black and white. What if executives,
portfolio managers, analysts, and traders decided that some things aren t for sale?
What if every major investment firm agreed to live by the principle that the client
always comes first?In words and images, Cowboy Ethics explores the life and code
of the working cowboy as a source of inspiration pointing the industry to a way out
of its troubles.The book is intended as the catalyst for a movement to transform
the industry not with the carrot and stick, but from the inside out one person, firm,
and organization at a time."

Vaqueros, Cowboys, and Buckaroos
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Lavishly illustrated with photographs, paintings, and movie stills, this Western
Heritage Award-winning book explores what life was actually like for the working
cowboy in North America. "If you read only one book on cowboys, read this
one".--Journal of the Southwest.

Californios
Although as much romanticized as the American cowboy, the Argentine gaucho
lived a persecuted, marginal existence, beleaguered by mandatory passports,
vagrancy laws, and forced military service. The story of this nineteenth-century
migratory ranch hand is told in vivid detail by Richard W. Slatta, a professor of
history at North Carolina State University at Raleigh and the author of Cowboys of
the Americas (1990).

Cowboy Barbecue: Fire & Smoke from the Original Texas
Vaqueros
Before the Gold Rush of 1848–1858, Alta (Upper) California was an isolated cattle
frontier—and home to a colorful group of Spanish-speaking, non-indigenous people
known as Californios. Profiting from the forced labor of large numbers of local
Indians, they carved out an almost feudal way of life, raising cattle along the
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California coast and valleys. Visitors described them as a good-looking, vibrant,
improvident people. Many traces of their culture remain in California. Yet their
prosperity rested entirely on undisputed ownership of large ranches. As they lost
control of these in the wake of the Mexican War, they lost their high status and
many were reduced to subsistence-level jobs or fell into abject poverty. Drawing on
firsthand contemporary accounts, the authors chronicle the rise and fall of
Californio men and women.

Cowboys of the Americas
This series of biographical profiles shines a spotlight on that special place “Where
the West meets the Guitar.” From Gene Autry and Roy Rogers to contemporary
artists like Michael Murphy, Red Steagall, Don Edwards and Riders in the Sky,
many entertainers have performed music of the West, a genre separate from
mainstream country music and yet an important part of the country music
heritage. Once called “Country and Western,” it is now described as “Country or
Western.” Though much has been written about “Country,” very little has been
written about “Western”—until now. Featured are a number of photos of the top
stars in Western music, past and present. Also included is an extensive
bibliography of works related to the Western music field.
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Up the Trail
Introduces the Mexican ranch hands who developed the necessary skills for
herding cattle and who instructed the inexperienced cowboys of the American
West in their ways.

Cowboys of the Americas
Celebrating the Mexican tradition of la charreria, a rodeo-like sport, a book
describes the feats of daring and skill displayed by the charro and charreria, the
horsemen and women who compete on horses, bulls, and bucking broncos.
Simultaneous.

Aloha Rodeo
After a decade of chasing stories around the globe, intrepid travel writer Stephanie
Elizondo Griest followed the magnetic pull home--only to discover that her native
South Texas had been radically transformed in her absence. Ravaged by drug wars
and barricaded by an eighteen-foot steel wall, her ancestral land had become the
nation's foremost crossing ground for undocumented workers, many of whom
perished along the way. The frequency of these tragedies seemed like a terrible
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coincidence, before Elizondo Griest moved to the New York / Canada borderlands.
Once she began to meet Mohawks from the Akwesasne Nation, however, she
recognized striking parallels to life on the southern border. Having lost their land
through devious treaties, their mother tongues at English-only schools, and their
traditional occupations through capitalist ventures, Tejanos and Mohawks alike
struggle under the legacy of colonialism. Toxic industries surround their
neighborhoods while the U.S. Border Patrol militarizes them. Combating these
forces are legions of artists and activists devoted to preserving their indigenous
cultures. Complex belief systems, meanwhile, conjure miracles. In All the Agents
and Saints, Elizondo Griest weaves seven years of stories into a meditation on the
existential impact of international borderlines by illuminating the spaces in
between and the people who live there.

Tales of the Wild Horse Desert
For more than a decade, photographer Luis Fabini immersed himself in cowboy
culture as he traveled through North and South America. This stunning collection of
photographs from those travels reveals the cowboy who lives in silence and
solitude, the interconnectedness of the men with the land, and a traditional way of
life that exists on the outskirts of society but also vividly in our imagination. An
eloquent text by anthropologist and author Wade Davis reflects on the long
relationship between horses and humans, describes the significance of Fabini’s
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work, and illuminates the enduring spirit of cowboy culture.

The Cowboy in Country Music
This book sheds new light on the bravery, dedication, talents, and lifestyles of the
vacqueros of the King and Kenedy Ranches.

Vaqueros
Have you seen Oliver K. Woodman? You'd know if you had--he's made of wood.
And he's on a spectacular cross-country journey. Folks of all sorts guide Oliver
along the way and report back in letters and postcards to his friend Uncle Ray.
After all, there's a lot of road--and adventure!--between South Carolina and
California. Oliver's been spotted truckin' in Texas, riding in a Utah parade, and
scaring off bears in the California redwoods. Where will he show up next? Read the
letters. Follow the map. And buckle up for a road trip you'll never forget!

Lives of the Presidents
In this accurate portrayal of the California vaqueros, Jo Mora pays tribute to the
skill and bravery of the original American Cowby. Californios was first published in
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1949. These Jo Mora illustrated Cowboy and Indian posters were printed in the
1930's and they have never seen the light of day! We have the only remaining
editions from Jo Mora's basement, and they are in mint condition. Regulary sold at
antique auctions for $400 to $800 apiece in less-than-mint condition, we are selling
our mint condition prints for $600 per set, or $200 for the Indian print. Only 25 sets
and 100 Indian prints remain! We also have reproductions of the Cowboy and
Indian prints -- $30 each.

The Cowboy Hat Book
Every U.S. president is the focus of public scrutiny, but how well do we know these
men? What kind of fathers do presidents make? Husbands? Neighbors? Other
books focus on the historical achievements of those who have occupied our
country's highest office; Lives of the Presidents looks instead at their bad habits,
silly nicknames, and strange pets. Every president—from George Washington to
Barack Obama—is included, with an emphasis on those who have had the greatest
impact on history. Discover their high points, low points, and the times in between.
In this stunning addition to their acclaimed series, Kathleen Krull and Kathryn
Hewitt take us beyond politics and photo opportunities, revealing the entertaining,
complex, and very real lives of the presidents.
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Charro
Antonio Marez is six years old when Ultima comes to stay with his family in New
Mexico.

Bubba the Cowboy Prince
Not all governments have been run by men. Lives of Extraordinary Women turns
the spotlight on women who have wielded power, revealing their feats--and
flaws--for all the world to see. Here you'll find twenty of the most influential women
in history: queens, warriors, prime ministers, first ladies, revolutionary leaders.
Some are revered. Others are notorious. What were they really like? In this grand
addition to their highly praised series, Kathleen Krull and Kathryn Hewitt celebrate
some of the world's most noteworthy women, ranging from the famous to those
whose stories have rarely been told. Features twenty extraordinary women,
including: Cleopatra Joan of Arc Elizabeth I Harriet Tubman Eleanor Roosevelt Eva
Perón

Gathering Remnants
Spanish is an important source for terms and expressions that have made their
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way into the English of the southwestern United States. Vocabulario
Vaquero/Cowboy Talk is the first book to list all Spanish-language terms pertaining
to two important activities in the American West-ranching and cowboying-with
special reference to American Indian terms that have come through Spanish. In
addition to presenting the most accurate definitions available, this A-to-Z lexicon
traces the etymology of words and critically reviews and assesses the specialized
English sources for each entry. It is the only dictionary of its kind to reference
Spanish sources. The scholarly treatment of this volume makes it an essential
addition to the libraries of linguists and historians interested in Spanish/English
contact in the American West. Western enthusiasts of all backgrounds will find
accessible entries full of invaluable information. Robert N. Smead is Associate
Professor of Linguistics in the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at Brigham
Young University. Ronald Kil is a New Mexico cowboy and artist who has worked on
ranches and feedlots all over the West. Richard W. Slatta is Professor of History at
North Carolina State University and the author of numerous books, including
Comparing Cowboys and Frontiers.

All the Agents and Saints
A colorful account of five centuries of cowboy culture details the life, history,
customs, status, job, equipment, and more of the cowboy from sixteenth-century
Spanish Mexico to the present
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The Compton Cowboys
Black Cowboys Of Texas
Yee Haw! A darn tootin', rip roarin' cowboy musical for the whole family! Bubba
lives on a ranch with an unscrupulous family of desperados. Their idea of fun is
tippin' cows and robbin' banks. When Miz Lurleen, the richest gal East of the
Brazos, throws a hoe down everyone is invited except Bubba. After an encounter
with a fairy god-cow, Bubba is transformed for one night into a sod bustin', cowboy
prince and wins Miz Lurleen's heart.

The Vaquero
A sympathetic and sensitive portrayal of the remarkable Eleanor Roosevelt
captures the life and times of a woman who continues to offer inspiration,
guidance, and hope to people of all ages. Reprint. Newbery Honor Book.

Eleanor Roosevelt
Contemporary cowboy life is masterfully revealed in this new book of large-format
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duotone photographs.

Gauchos and the Vanishing Frontier
Enchanced with photos, this book celebrates the history of the vaqueros, Spanishspeaking cowmen of Mexico and the Southwest, and the lasting effects their
roping, ranching, and riding techniques have had on modern day cowboys.

Still
The triumphant true story of the native Hawaiian cowboys who shocked America at
the 1908 world rodeo championships "An inspiring and impeccably crafted story of
against-all-odds triumph.” —Simon Winchester "Groundbreaking. … Not only a
must-read, but an essential addition. … One of the best single volumes on the rise
and diversity of the North American cattle industry and the cowboy culture." —True
West In August 1908, three unknown riders arrived in Cheyenne, Wyoming, their
hats adorned with wildflowers, to compete in the world’s greatest rodeo. Steerroping virtuoso Ikua Purdy and his cousins Jack Low and Archie Ka’au’a had
travelled 4,200 miles from Hawaii, of all places, to test themselves against the
toughest riders in the West. Dismissed by whites, who considered themselves the
only true cowboys, the native Hawaiians would astonish the country, returning
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home champions—and American legends. An unforgettable human drama set
against the rough-knuckled frontier, David Wolman and Julian Smith’s Aloha Rodeo
unspools the fascinating and little-known true story of the Hawaiian cowboys, or
paniolo, whose 1908 adventure upended the conventional history of the American
West. What few understood when the three paniolo rode into Cheyenne is that the
Hawaiians were no underdogs. They were the product of a deeply engrained cattle
culture that was twice as old as that of the Great Plains, for Hawaiians had been
chasing cattle over the islands’ rugged volcanic slopes and through thick tropical
forests since the late 1700s. Tracing the life story of Purdy and his cousins,
Wolman and Smith delve into the dual histories of ranching and cowboys in the
islands, and the meteoric rise and sudden fall of Cheyenne, “Holy City of the Cow.”
At the turn of the twentieth century, larger-than-life personalities like “Buffalo Bill”
Cody and Theodore Roosevelt capitalized on a national obsession with the Wild
West and helped transform Cheyenne’s annual Frontier Days celebration into an
unparalleled rodeo spectacle, the “Daddy of ‘em All.” The hopes of all Hawaii rode
on the three riders’ shoulders during those dusty days in August 1908. The U.S.
had forcibly annexed the islands just a decade earlier. The young Hawaiians
brought the pride of a people struggling to preserve their cultural identity and
anxious about their future under the rule of overlords an ocean away. In Cheyenne,
they didn’t just astound the locals; they also overturned simplistic thinking about
cattle country, the binary narrative of “cowboys versus Indians,” and the very
concept of the Wild West. Blending sport and history, while exploring questions of
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identity, imperialism, and race, Aloha Rodeo spotlights an overlooked and riveting
chapter in the saga of the American West.
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